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There has been a growing interest in interactive visuals in contemporary dance performances. These visuals often rely on embodied interaction techniques, such as motion capture or biosignal sensors. However, there is a lack of research into how audience members experience these interactive visuals, and how to enhance that experience. We conducted an audience study, involving four different dance performances. Each of the performances explored a different approach for interaction involving visuals. We collected data from audience members, regarding their experience of the performances, using questionnaires and interviews. The analysis of this data allows us to identify implications for design: balancing trade-offs within a mapping clarity spectrum; connecting layers; visuals as co-creative mediator; defined territory and individuality of visuals; exploration of perspective shift and abstract fragmentation. We argue that these considerations are relevant for designers of systems visualizing embodied interaction, not just for dance, but also for other related applications.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; HCI theory, concepts and models; • Applied computing → Performing arts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interactive visuals have become a common component of contemporary dance performances. In particular, interactive visuals, mapped to information extracted from the dancer’s body and movements, have been explored by numerous artists. Some notable examples are the work of Wechsler and Weiss [40], OpenEndedGroup [15], Troika Ranch [14], the Reactor for Awareness in Motion project [23], and Fdili Alaoui [16, 18]. Recent research has attempted to provide design insights regarding these systems. Masu and colleagues [27] conducted a study with a group of ten contemporary dance artists working with technology, to shed light regarding how they would wish to use interactive technology, with an emphasis on interactive visuals, resulting in design guidelines [27]. This aligns with an increased attention to interactive visuals in performance art in general, particularly in electronic music performances [13]. In recent years,
there have been a number of studies analyzing how audiences perceive and value the inclusion of interactive visuals in performance. However, these studies have mostly focused on music performances (e.g. [5, 11]), not contemporary dance.

According to Wechsler et al. [40], there are four levels of interaction between a human and a computational system in dance performances: 1) a purely technical level, when dancer data is successfully mapped to a parameter in the system; 2) performer awareness of affecting their environment through the system; 3) audience awareness of the interaction between dancer and system; and 4) audience interaction with the system. Wechsler et al. identify great potential in the third level: “if an art work and its technology are prepared carefully enough, then the interactivity can be accessible to an audience directly and this is the greatest artistic potential” [40]. We argue that audience studies are needed to understand what design approaches can lead to this “accessibility” of interactivity with visuals to audiences in dance performances. However, there is a lack of such studies. This leads to our research question: What design approaches for interactive visuals in dance can lead to an engaging and aesthetically appealing experience for the audience?

To answer our research question, we adopted an ‘in the wild’ approach, informed by perspectives from Benford et al. [2]: we set up a public event in Tanzhaus NRW, a prominent dance venue in Düsseldorf, in October 2019. The event consisted of four short contemporary dance performances (around 15 minutes each), previously and iteratively developed in the scope of the project Moving Digits¹. Each of the performances followed a different interaction design approach, to obtain information from the body and map it to visuals, based on: motion capture (mocap) suit; sensors (breath, positional and color); video camera; and minimal interaction. After each performance, audience members were asked to fill in a questionnaire composed of a set of four Likert scale questions and two open-ended questions, repeated for each performance. In the end of the event, we conducted interviews with four audience members. Our study is therefore situated in the territory of performance-led research in the wild, in which “artists drive the creation of novel performances with the support of HCI researchers that are then deployed and studied at public performance” [2].

We have previously reported on the quantitative side of the questionnaire [26]. That had allowed us to preliminarily identify which performances succeeded or failed in terms of a few specific aspects, but did not provide any deep reasoning behind that. In this paper, we follow an additional qualitative multi-method approach: we analyze 1) the open-ended responses of the questionnaire and 2) the interviews. We argue that the results and our conclusions can be useful for designers and artists aiming to visualize body data in dance. Additionally, we propose that our findings can also be applied to other fields (such as other areas in arts and entertainment).

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Interactive Visuals in Performance

Performance arts have increasingly been adopting interactive visuals for the stage. Art forms such as music, theatre, opera and contemporary dance have been exploring the inclusion of interactive visuals. The emergence of “screen-based performance” based on digital computation, particularly from the 1990s, has adopted “a long litany of names such as audiovisual performance, real-time video, live cinema, performance cinema, and VJ culture” [34]. We will use the term ‘interactive visuals’ to refer to visuals for the stage manipulated in real-time. This emergence was due to breakthroughs in computation, particularly “the development of hardware and software components for the capture, processing, and manipulation of image” [34]. In electronic music contexts, interactive visuals can assist audiences toward an increased understanding of performers’ actions [12]. In theatre, interactive visuals can complement the story and allow audiences

¹https://movingdigits.eu
to "focus attention on the connection between performer and digital environment" [7]. Regarding opera, Machover’s Death and the Powers is an example of use of interactive visuals to mirror and amplify performers’ gestures [38].

In dance, “the role of digital visualization in choreography, dance performance and documentation” has been explored in dance and technology projects such as Choreographic Morphologies [1]. In their work with prominent choreographers such as Bill T. Jones and Trisha Brown, the OpenEndedGroup have been pioneers in “live visual imagery for motion-captured dance performance” [15]. They use approaches such as pose recognition and “a distance-mapping-based analysis” of movement, and often employ transparent scrims “allowing the images to share the same space as the performers” [15]. Other projects such as NUVE implement infrared cameras to obtain positional data from the dancer, capturing “the silhouette and the movement of the performer” and allowing for “seamless interaction” between the body of the dancer and the visuals [25]. This enables the dancer to evolve “into a relation with its own ‘virtual double’ in a way to create a dialog challenging the choreographic boundaries and adding new dimensions to the gesture” [25]. The concept of “virtual body extensions”, or interactive visuals as synthetic composites of the performer’s moving body, was explored in the project Phantom Limb [6]. A hybrid category of projects, exemplified by Upwell, proposes a combination of installation and performance, allowing “audience members to explore virtual and physical worlds with two dancers” [35].

A related field is the use of interactive visuals for dance ‘off-stage': for example, in art installations or laboratorial environments. Fdili Alaoui et al. conducted a study to “design and evaluate interactive systems providing visual feedback that can inform users about their movement qualities” [17]. They analyzed movement qualities from a contemporary dance group and applying it to an installation “designed as an interactive artwork that is used for dance training and education”, adopting “interactive visuals based on mass-spring systems” [17]. Brenton et al. have developed and tested (in a lab setting) two prototypes of “interactive visualizations that respond to the free-form movements” of dancers, investigating interactive machine learning as a “methodology for embodied design” [9].

In other cases, interactive visuals have been used with dancers in an ‘off-stage’ research setting, such as the study by Hsueh et al. (conducted in a dance studio) to explore “the emergent and dynamic relations between the moving body and interactive technology during creative processes such as movement ideation” [21]. The authors “developed a series of interactive visualizations and asked dance practitioners to explore with them” [21], in order to create movement. This led to a taxonomy composed of different relationships and movement responses between dancers and visuals. The taxonomy consists of six different “interaction patterns” organized in two domains: Relationship to Visuals and Movement Type. In the Relationship to Visuals domain, the authors identified three levels (Instrument, Partner and Medium). Instrument refers to manipulation of visual properties by the body, helping dancers form a “first-person relationship”; in Partner, the dancer establishes a dialogue with the visuals, which have an autonomous behavior; and in Medium, visuals are used to communicate with other dancer(s), or between choreographer and dancer. In the Movement Type axis, they propose two levels (Reactive and Self-Reflexive) [21].

Rostami et al. [33] developed five design ideas for interactive performance afforded by bio-sensing and bodily tracking technologies, and use those ideas to discuss three emerging issues: temporality of input, autonomy and control, and visibility of input, in relation to the deployment of bio-sensors and bodily tracking technologies in interactive performances. Although their context is not specifically in dance (their scenarios encompass theatre, street performances, dance, and interactive video performances), their conclusions are relevant for our study, particularly regarding visibility of input. They propose a classification based on a 2 x 2 matrix, with Visibility of Input in the X axis, and Type of interaction (bio-sensing or bodily tracking) in the Y axis (see Figure 1).
2.2 Audience Studies in Performance Arts

There has been an increased interest in audience studies in performance arts involving interactive technology, particularly in electronic music. These studies explore concepts of quality, audience risk and audience experience to redefine performance quality measurement. Bin et al. have developed three relevant studies in this field, analysing: the connection between audience familiarity with a digital musical instrument and enjoyment of a performance [4]; effect of size of gestures, in the interaction with digital musical instruments, on audience enjoyment [3]; and perception of errors in electronic music performances, and how this affects audience enjoyment [5]. Although their research does not involve looking at technological aspects of performance, Radbourne et al. argue that there is a need for research on audience experience as an appropriate and important measure of quality in the performing arts [30]. Their research involved music concerts and theatrical works.

A study by Correia et al. focused on the audience perspective regarding interactive visuals in electronic music performances, ‘in the wild’ [12]. The results point toward two identified design strategies that could support audience understanding: audiovisual entities and sounding figurations. Capra et al. recently conducted two related studies (‘in the lab’) regarding interactive visuals as augmentations of the performer’s actions. The first aimed to assist audiences to distinguish between human contributions and autonomous processes in electronic music performances. They compared two techniques: pre-performance explanations and visual augmentations. They demonstrate that, unlike pre-performance explanations, “visual augmentations improve the audience experience, increase their subjective comprehension and restore the trust in performers” [11]. The second investigated the impact of varying the level of detail of these visual augmentations on audience experience. In both studies, they combined questionnaires and interviews [10].

Related studies have focused on the element of sound in dance performances. Although we are not analysing sound in the present research, these studies provide an important analogy for us, as they analyse the combination of movement with an additional stimulus (in their case, sound; in our case it will be visuals). Howlin et al. researched how movement and sound combine to produce an audiovisual aesthetics of dance, based on an audience study using video recordings of the original performance [20]. Different audience groups watched three different versions: original, reversed (incongruent) soundtrack or silent. The authors used tablet computers and wrist sensors to collect ratings and physiological data from audience members. The audiovisual incongruent condition was rated as more enjoyable. Reason et al. used qualitative audience research and functional brain imaging (fMRI) to examine the aesthetic experience.
of watching dance both with and without music [31]. The qualitative data revealed that audience members “derived pleasure from finding convergences between two complex stimuli (dance and music)” [31].

3 METHODS

3.1 Audience Studies in Dance Performances with Interactive Technology

There is a long tradition on audience studies in dance performance, but not specifically in terms of dance and interactive visuals. In this section, we will focus on some studies that also relate methodologically with ours. The project “Watching Dance: Kinesthetic Empathy” [32] used qualitative methods and neuroscience research to analyze how spectators respond to dance, both during and after the performance. Mentis and Johansson employed post-performance interviews with audience members and video analysis to study the audience understanding of movement qualities in an improvised dance performance, involving an element of audience participation [29]. Vukadinović and Marković [39] studied the aesthetic experience of a dance performance from the perspective of both the dancers and the audience. Audience members attended three short custom-made choreographies that were presented live and then watched the recorded versions. They evaluated them on an instrument designed to measure the aesthetic experience of dance. The instrument used semantic differential scales, with 12 seven-point rating scales, across three dimensions (dynamism, exceptionality and affective evaluation). The authors conclude that audiences’ aesthetic experience are judged higher when dance choreographies are seen live, compared to recorded versions. Additionally, the specificity of the choreography and of the dancers’ expression influences audiences’ judgements [39].

3.2 The Performances

Previously to the performances, we organized three co-design events in 2019 involving the same group of artists (with some small variations). These events had the following interconnected objectives: 1) the creation of contemporary dance choreographies involving technology, and 2) the development of the technological component to support those choreographies, jointly with our team. The artists were originally selected using an open call, disseminated through mailing lists related to contemporary dance. 92 dancers applied to the call. Ten dance artists were originally selected for the first event, but this was gradually expanded, to the 12 artists participating in the performances presented in this paper (11 female, one male, from seven European countries). We covered travel expenses and paid a fee for each artist. Thanks to the competitive selection, all twelve participants were dance professionals with considerable experience in contemporary dance as performers, some of them also as choreographers. From this group of 12 artists, four took the role of choreographers, of each of the four performances, while the remaining eight took part as dancers.

To conduct our study, we organized an event at Tanzhaus NRW, at a black box theatre. The event was open to the general public and free of cost. In this event, we presented four performances, developed by four different choreographers, in previous stages of our project Moving Digits. Each performance used a different interactive approach to obtain information from the dancers’ bodies, in real-time. We will use the term ‘interactive condition’ to refer to those different approaches (Table 1). In The Beautiful Glitch, a piece for two dancers, there is an exploration of the limits of motion capture, and the expectations of the audience regarding the reliability of technology. Only one dancer is tracked by the motion capture system (a suit incorporating motion sensors). The visuals include real-time visualizations of the body, created through motion capture data.
Table 1. Performances presented and interactive technologies adopted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Interactive condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Beautiful Glitch</td>
<td>Mocap suit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. E-motional Landscapes</td>
<td>Sensors (breath, color, positional data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Connection Retrieval</td>
<td>Video camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A Dance to Remember</td>
<td>Minimal interaction (movement amount)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E-motional Landscapes explores the relation between the dancer’s body and the space. Data from the three dancers is collected based on a breath sensor and their position on stage, tracked by a camera. In another segment, the camera of a mobile phone is used by a dancer as a ‘color picker’ (the camera is used as a color sensor).

Connection Retrieval explores the dialogue between two dancers, who are either trying to connect or avoid each other. In parts of the piece, one of the dancers is represented through the visuals on the screen, sparking a reaction from the other dancer. In other parts, both dancers are represented on the screen, affecting the movement on stage. In this piece, the camera is used as an input.

A Dance to Remember is a solo piece, and consists of a dialogue between a dancer and an on-screen abstract avatar, that reacts to the movements and attitudes of the dancer and gives her advice. The avatar is actually controlled off-

Fig. 2. Photos from the performances. Top: 1. The Beautiful Glitch (left), 2. E-motional Landscapes (right). Bottom: 3. Connection Retrieval (left), 4. A Dance to Remember (right)
stage by the choreographer, creating the illusion of a virtual assistant. There is minimal captured data from the dancer as input - only movement amount of the dancer, tracked via a camera.

In terms of graphic style of visuals, performance 1 used 3D and 2D avatars based on mocap data. Performance 2 processed multiple live camera feeds from the stage, transforming them into geometric, semi-abstract visuals, which were then further manipulated based on sensor data. Performance 3 used video feeds isolating the bodies of the dancers, which were then processed with filters such as blur and twirl. Performance 4 used abstract 2D visuals, based on previously prepared frame-by-frame animations, further manipulated (minimally, for example: a slight scaling) taking into account movement amount of the dancer.

Regarding the stage setup of visuals, performances 1 and 2 used a large screen behind the dancers, while performance 3 used a translucent scrim in front of the dancers, and performance 4 used a TV screen. Each performance lasted between 13 and 20 minutes. After each performance, there was a 10-minute break (approximately).

The photos presented in this paper were taken during the event (Figure 2). Videos of each performance, respective text descriptions from the choreographers, and detailed credits, can be found at a dedicated section of the project website. Further detail on the design approaches in performance 1 The Beautiful Glitch can be found in [22] and on performance 3 Connection Retrieval in [28].

3.3 Participants and Procedure
The questionnaire was distributed to the audience members at the beginning of the event. The audience was composed of 26 persons (11 female and 15 male, ages ranging between 24 and 62), and all filled in at least partially the questionnaire. At the beginning of the event, we also explained the procedure to the audience: that they should fill in the questionnaire relative to each performance, in the break after each performance. We highlighted that participation was voluntary. After the event, we conducted interviews with four volunteers, previously recruited to be part of the audience and to be interviewed subsequently.

In the questionnaire, we asked two socio-cultural questions, related to frequency of attendance of contemporary dance performances and professional background (in dance; media/design; or none of the above). Regarding the former question, the audience was split almost evenly between occasional attendees and more regular ones: 41% attend contemporary dance performances very rarely (less than once a year), 5% attend on average once a year, 36% attend between once a year and once a month, and 18% attend once a month or more. Relative to the latter question, 20% of the respondents work in dance, whereas 48% work in media/design and 32% in none of those fields.

3.4 Questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of a demographic section and the following set of questions, repeated for each of the four performances:

(A) Did you perceive a connection between the actions of the dancers and the visuals?
(B) Were the visuals on the screen merely copying the actions of the dancers?
(C) Did the visuals distract you from following the dancers’ performance?
(D) Describe with a couple of words the relation between the actions of the dancers and the visuals:
(E) Did you enjoy the visuals in the performance?
(F) Please add a couple of words regarding your opinion on the visuals:

2https://movingdigits.eu/c/projects/
Questions (D) and (F) were open-ended, the others consisted of 5-point Likert scales, ranging from 1-"strongly disagree" to 5-"strongly agree". The Likert scale questions were informed by the design guidelines in [27] and were analyzed in a previous paper [26] (summarized below). For the present study, we transcribed and analyzed the open-ended responses, using a combination of word count and manual tagging of the answers, clustered for each performance. For the word count, we used the ‘word cruncher’ tool in Atlas TI (version 8.4.4)\(^3\), automatically excluding common words in English.

3.5 Interviews

The interviews were semi-structured around the same topics as the questionnaire. The four interviews lasted between 15 and 27 minutes each. They were transcribed and analyzed using thematic analysis [8]. Atlas TI (version 8.4.4) was used to aid in the analysis. Participants had ages between 24 and 62, two male and two female.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Questionnaire - Statistics (Previous Work)

In our previous paper [26], we analyzed the quantitative component of the questionnaire. We report on the quantitative analysis in this section, in summarized form. 24 persons filled in the Likert scale questions fully. For the statistical analysis, questionnaires partially filled were discarded.

To compare the answers to the four Likert scale questions in the four performances (and hence the respective interactive conditions, as shown in Table 1), we used the Friedman test. As we obtained statistical validity in rejecting the null hypothesis in the four questions, we proceeded with pairwise comparisons. We also performed a Spearman’s test to investigate the correlation between each of the first three questions with question (E) enjoyment of visuals. For correlation, we looked at the four performances together. Further detail on the statistical analysis can be found in [26]. We report on comparisons between performances when statistically valid. Table 2 reports the medians of the four questions for the four performances.

Regarding question (A), the result revealed that the video camera interactive condition (performance 3: median = 5) exhibited a more direct connection with the body in comparison to the sensors condition (performance 2: median = 3.5). The video camera condition also had a more direct connection with the body in comparison to mocap suit condition (performance 1: median = 4). No statistical significant difference was found for this question with the minimal interaction condition (performance 4).

Question (B) asked if visuals on the screen were merely copying the actions of the dancers. Visuals in the video camera condition (performance 3: median = 4) were copying the body more in comparison to visuals from the sensors condition (performance 2: median = 2). Visuals in the video camera condition were also copying the body more in comparison to minimal interaction condition (performance 4: median = 1). No statistical significant difference was found for this question with the mocap condition (performance 1). Relatively to question (C), visuals distracting from following the dancers’ performance, there was no statistical significance in any pairwise comparison.

Correlation comparing results from question (E) (enjoyment of visuals), showed that the audience enjoys the visuals when a perception of connection between the visuals and the dancers (question (A)) is established (r = 0.497). The results of comparison with question (C) further indicated that perceived distraction from visuals reduces the enjoyment

\(^3\)https://atlasti.com
Table 2. Results from the 4 Likert scale questions with the 4 performances, in medians ([*], [**], [#] and [#]) indicate statistical validity in pairwise comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Performances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Connection</td>
<td>4 [<em>] 3.5 [**] 5 [</em>] [**] 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Copying</td>
<td>2 2 [#] 4 [#] [##] 1 [#]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Distraction</td>
<td>3 3 2.5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Enjoyment</td>
<td>4 3 5 3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(r = -0.349). The correlation between visuals merely copying dancers (question (B)) and enjoyment was not statistically significant.

4.2 Questionnaire - Open-Ended Answers

25 people answered at least partially to the two open-ended questions: (D) Describe with a couple of words the relation between the actions of the dancers and the visuals; and: (F) Please add a couple of words regarding your opinion on the visuals. The answers of two respondents were not transcribed due to lack of clarity in the hand-writing. 23 respondents answered the questions related to performance 1, 22 respondents for performance 2, 16 respondents for performance 3, and 18 respondents for performance 4.

We report here the results combining words that appear at least three times with words or sentences particularly relevant to the scope of this paper. Dancers/dance, visual, and body were in general highly used words. To comply with scientific rigour, we report on those words, but we do not always comment on those, as in most of the cases they were just used in the discourse and not as a topic of relevance. We report words from audience replies between quotes.

In performance 1, The Beautiful Glitch, the most used words were: "visual" (7), "dancers" (4), "body" (3), "connection" (3). However, the connection was not always expressed in a positive sense, for instance among the replies, we found "not (...) precise connection" and "disconnected", meaning that the connection was not always present. The visuals were indeed perceived as elements that added information: "I felt that the visuals added information to the purpose of the dancers movement". "I liked the abstract versions and the layers of the visuals". An interaction loop between the dancers and the visuals was also perceived: "I saw the dancers copying the visuals".

In performance 2, E-motional Landscapes, the most used words were: "abstract" (7), "dancers" (5), "visuals" (4), "added" (3). The first word highlights how the abstractness of the visual was the most outstanding component. It is also interesting to note that "added" was quite a present word, meaning that the visuals were adding information or content, for instance: "the visuals were abstract added perspective", "the visuals added different perspectives" and "A 'new' way of communicating an added layer". The theme of visuals as stage design also clearly emerged: "living stage design", and "visuals as stage design", and also it was a "landscape made of humans". On a partially negative side, the connection was not always perceived: "sometimes the connection was very abstract".

In performance 3, Connection Retrieval, the most used words were: "poetic" (5) and "aesthetic" (3). It produced a "fascinating relation" between dancers and visuals. The visuals induced "eye contact between dancers and visuals, direct communication throughout body reaction". In terms of the aesthetic features, the visuals were "breathtaking", but also "ghostly". Poetic is not always used in a positive sense, as in one case the visuals were perceived as "too poetic".

In performance 4, A Dance to Remember, the most used words were: "visuals" (6), "voice" (6), "dialogue" (4), "dancer" (3), "great" (3). The word "conversation" also appeared twice. If we add the four instances of "dialogue" and the two
instances of “conversation”, we can state that this concept was one of the most used. For instance, the technology was “used as a communication tool moving with the rhythm of the computer voice”. Moreover, the “relation was well done, very interesting connection”. However, some audience members felt that “the visuals seemed less important”, with a higher emphasis on voice. This might also be due to the fact that they were not projected but displayed on a TV screen, and one audience member highlighted that “a bigger screen” would have been preferred.

4.3 Interviews

In our thematic analysis of the four interviews (interviewees identified as I1-I4), six themes emerged. We report on those below.

4.3.1 Interactivity and mappings. This theme encompasses the participants’ perceptions of interactivity between dancers’ movements and visuals. This connection was considered obvious in performance 1, noticeable (with some doubts) in performance 2, and more subtle in performance 4. Most participants (I1, I3, I4) promptly recognized the one-to-one mapping through motion tracking in performance 1, which rendered the visuals (composed of avatars) as a direct copy of the actions of the dancers: “it was a copy because it was a one-to-one transmission” (I1).

I2 and I3 noticed a mapping of breath to scaling of visuals in performance 2: “I saw the connection in the sound: the dancer breathed loudly and the graphics scaled down and up accordingly” (I2). I3 considered this to be a positive addition, rather than merely copying the dancers. In this performance, although interactivity was detected, there was a lack of clarity in the mappings: “the connection [between dancers and visuals] is not clear. But I can see that when they move, something happens” (I4). I3 was unable to identify the intentions behind the mapping of colors: “I couldn’t clearly see the connection, understand it, because it was all like showing colors and they were wearing colors and I couldn’t get what was happening”.

Participants identified some minimal mappings of movement to visual properties, such as scale, shape and color, in performance 4. I2 saw a subtle scaling of visuals, reacting to the dancer’s movement: “I had the feeling that the graphics sometimes also got an impulse (...) a scaling” (I2). I2 detected mapping of movement properties to shapes: “the dancer sometimes had very jagged and choppy movements, and the graphics were sometimes more angular and flat” (I2). I4 perceived that there was a “cue” in the visuals, that these were triggered in reaction to the dancer, but that the cue was independent from the dancer: “it’s not really based on the dancer’s movement” (in fact, it was triggered by the choreographer).

4.3.2 Connection between dancers. This theme highlights the ways in which participants perceive the connection between dancers during performances, assisted by the visuals. This was particularly successful in performance 3, and considered limiting in performance 1. In performance 1, I1 felt that the visuals “reduced” the movements of the dancers, as one “did nothing independent of the visuals”.

Referring to performance 3, I1 felt the connection between the performers as “indirect” and “filtered”. She explained how this was made apparent in the performance: “one dancer danced, that it was filtered in some way and changed as a result, and that the other one reacted to it. I thought that was a great, indirect one”. It seems that the visual processing (‘filtering’) of the video image was successful in highlighting the communication, and its qualities, between dancers. Additionally, a kind of “telepresence” effect was evoked through the visuals, which I3 described as “two persons sort of separate, one on the left, one on the right but on this holographic screen, they are all together”. A “direct translation of movement” (I3) from one dancer to another through the visuals was also perceived. I1 added that it was the independence of one dancer’s movements “that gave it that indirect reaction”, and the other dancer “reacted” to the “movement language
that was translated”. She enjoyed this connection and thought that it was “impressive” and “just an aesthetic way to dance”.

I1 identified another type of communication in performance 3: “I felt like it was a question-and-answer game (...) later I felt that it became more of a conversation and of communicating with each other”. I4 felt the connection between dancers and visuals in this performance as “some kind of dialog, (...) connected in a sense the storytelling”. This communication between the dancers is further regarded as a “reference” where “only one danced to the other, the other danced for itself (...) provided the template for the reference of the second dancer” (I1). Therefore, the screen provides the template for the second dancer to follow (without the need to look to the first dancer), while allowing some independence to the second dancer.

4.3.3 Power relations. This theme reflects participants’ views on the division of power between visuals and dancers. The intensity of visuals ranged from “wasn’t too strong”, “lagged behind the dancers” (I1, performance 2) to over-powering dancers: “the dancers were not able to take up a position as strong as the visuals had” (I1, performance 1), with performances 3 and 4 achieving a good balance.

Performance 1 brought different reactions from the interviewees. Although I1 considered that the visuals were stronger than the dancers, I4 felt that the power was equally divided between dancers and visuals, which created the illusion of “having like three dancers or four dancers” performing simultaneously. Referring to the power dynamics of performance 3, I1 enjoyed this “three-way division” between the projection and the two dancers, along with the “roles that were distributed with it”.

The power relation between visuals and dancers is sometimes experienced as an equal distribution of power, such as in performance 4: “both had their own roles (...) both had their own rooms” (I1), “it was clear from the stage between the two” (I3). The visuals in this performance were seen as embodying their own identity, separated from the dancer. I2 emphasized that the visuals “did not copy the representation”, as she saw “the visual level as an individual level”. I1 described the power relations between the dancer and visuals as “outstanding”: “these two positions [dancer and visuals] also stood for themselves, which means that the dancer had no task to fulfill at all for the visualization”.

4.3.4 Aesthetic of visuals. The aesthetic approaches for visuals in performances 2 and 3 were considered successful (with some exceptions), but less so in performances 1 and 4. Visuals in performance 2 were described as “an abstract digital painting from fragments” (I2), “independent” and “colorful” (I1). Additionally, I2 and I3 referred to the visuals (which occasionally showed the dancers from a top-down point of view) as a presentation of the dancer from a “different perspective, in the form of felt elevation – it’s like pulling up a landmass in 3D” (I2), “the top down view was very interesting (...) it was like this perspective shift, because you can see the performance on top point of view” (I3). This “perspective shift” helped I3 “get a perspective on the show that you couldn’t normally get”, which was “not copying but enhancing”, and “adding something to it”. However, this approach in performance 2 disoriented I4: “sometimes it gets harder and harder to find where to make my attention”.

Participants responded positively to the manipulation of body image in performance 3: “It was very aesthetic for me, and I found it very satisfying to see the dancer, but also this close-up, upscaled more or less directly next to it” (I2). The video effects applied (mentioned as “filter” or “waves” or “distortion”) were considered aesthetically pleasing: “one dancer danced, that it was filtered in some way and changed as a result, and that the other one reacted to it” (I1). The visuals in this performance were further described as a image of a “dancer (...) distorted in a wave form” (I2), “independent forms”, “some of them were formations, some were wavy lines” (I1), “a hologram with like very visual, trippy, distortion effects” (I3).
4.3.5 Added layers and multiple meanings. All participants saw the visuals in the four performances as an added layer, contributing to each performance on top of other elements. I3 compared the glitched visuals in performance 1 to “an error” that was “used in a very artistic way”, which made the performance resemble “an artistic visual video”. I3 added that the use of glitches in the visuals, combined with one of the dancers trying to replicate those visuals added a "layer of another person copying the other person".

I2 saw the visuals in performance 2, in conjunction with the other elements of the performance (such as colors, costume design and sound), as a “network” of different layers. She enjoyed this “abstract presentation”, which allowed to “play with the motion and the colors on these different levels”. The visuals “supported [the performance] and added another layer” (I2). This network of different elements building upon each other is again detected in performance 3, where “the dance and the visualization (...) had an aesthetic that also built on one another” (I1). I2 found this network of effects in performance 3 similar to “playing with the different levels”, and that it was “appealing” and “beautiful”: a “work with light and shadow, and digitally and physically, with different transparencies and different layers”.

In performance 4, visuals also contributed to an added layer of meaning, because they were not only used as purely visual material – they were used as language as well (speech and symbolic graphics). In this performance, participants perceived a "meta level" communication (I2), a "dialogue" (I4, I3) between performer and visuals: "there is a connection but on another level (...) like a performer talking to a computer” (I3). I2 similarly saw this interaction as “two individuals who communicated with each other on a meta level”. According to I1, the visuals established a “very elaborated visualization language”, as the “different symbols included different things” suggesting a kind of “artificial intelligence, which also includes this computer language”.

4.3.6 Staging of visuals. The way visuals were set on stage was discussed by participants in performances 3 and 4. The staging of the dancer and screen (a TV) in performance 4 pleased participants: “I also thought was great that it wasn’t somehow everywhere in the room… it also had a frame, it also has its limits” (I1), “this setup made the character of the dancer really strong” (I4).

The results for performance 3 were more ambiguous. I2 described the visuals as “beautiful and appealing”, and she enjoyed the way the dancers were placed in regards to the visuals. She felt that the dancing behind the projection in this performance “added another layer”, where a direct connection was established between the dancers and the visuals: “through the projection level, both dancers could come into direct contact with each other” (I2). However, I4 considered the “spatially separated” visuals in performance 3 (projected on a translucent screen, filling the right half of the stage) as a distraction: “I was not so sure if I was missing out a lot because of this”. Similarly, the distraction resulting from this visual setting was mentioned by I3: “I couldn’t decide [where to look], this distracted me a little bit” in performance 3.
5 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

Taking the results presented above as a starting point, we identify and discuss five design approaches for interactive visuals in dance that can lead to an engaging and aesthetically appealing experience for the audience. All five approaches are based both on open-ended answers to the questionnaire and interviews, with the first two approaches having the additional backing of Likert scale answers to the questionnaire. Therefore, the first two received further attention, leading to a proposed diagram for each. Finally, we also propose how to extend findings to other domains, beyond dance.

5.1 Balancing Trade-offs Within a Mapping Clarity Spectrum

The four performances represent different points in a ‘mapping clarity spectrum’ from the body to the visuals: in one end, clear one-to-one mappings, and in the other end, illegible mappings, with subtle and obscure mappings in between. There is no perfect solution or ‘one size fits all’ in such creative approaches, but different points in this mapping clarity spectrum offer different trade-offs to the audience, and identifying these from our results is of relevance.

Although direct, one-to-one mappings of data to visuals (such as avatar representations based on mocap data and video images of the body) seem to be more easily recognizable by audience members, they tend to be considered a mere “copy”, as exemplified by responses to performance 1 (both in open-ended answers to questionnaire and interviews) and performance 3. Therefore, there is a trade-off between ease of recognition and perception of redundancy by the audience. This trade-off is also supported by the Likert scale answers to the questionnaire, where it was found that performances that registered a stronger connection – between actions of dancers and visuals – were also identified as copying more the body.

Audience members were able to recognize subtle mappings, such as the mapping of a breath sensor to scale of visuals (in performance 2) or of movement amount also to scale of visuals (in performance 4). But with these subtle mappings comes increased ambiguity. In some instances of subtle mappings (performances 2 and 4), there is a recognition of interaction, but audience members are unable to specify what was being mapped. In this case, there is another trade-off: the interaction is adding something new instead of copying what is already on stage, but with an associated risk that the interaction is (excessively) less clear.

This trade-off in subtle mappings relates to ambiguity as a resource for designing interfaces, as a tool for providing a space for interpretation [19], which has been recently explored in the context of electronic music performances [5]. The theme of ambiguity and complex mappings also emerged as a strong need in the use of interactive technology in dance [27]. Interpreting our results in light of the research by Rostami et al. [33], we confirm that all our performances are in the “visible” axis of their visibility of input categorization – aligning with the audience members’ recognition of interaction in the performances. Most of them fit within Rostami’s “bodily tracking” category (performances 1, 3 and 4), which is mostly classified as “visible”, whereas breath sensors (as in performance 2) are classified by Rostami as belonging to the visible axis of the “bio-sensing” category.

Based on these trade-offs regarding mapping clarity, we consider it useful to create a mapping clarity diagram of the performances. This helps situate performances within the interaction design territory they operate, taking legibility for the audience into account. Our starting point was the Visibility of Input classification by Rostami et al. [33], presented in the Related Work section. We propose a new adapted classification, replacing the Visibility of Input axis by a Mapping Clarity axis. Also, as shown by our results, clarity is a continuum, not a discrete binary. We maintained the original Type of Interaction axis, but also removed the boundary between bio-sensing and body tracking, as some performances
may combine both (as is the case of performance 2 in our study). We added ‘on body’ and ‘in space’ to these Type of Interaction labels, to further clarify this continuum, adopting terminology from Tahiròglu et al. [36]. The resulting Mapping Clarity diagram is presented in Figure 3.

5.2 Connecting Layers

Visuals on stage are naturally an added layer. But for this added layer to be considered well integrated, it is important to connect the visuals thoughtfully to the other elements of the performance. Identifying a connection between visuals and performers was also found to be correlated with enjoyment in the Likert scale answers to the questionnaire. In addition to the connections highlighted above, such as interaction mappings, successful additional strategies (identified in both interviews and open-ended answers to the questionnaire) could be: a) connecting visuals to the set, costume design and sound (as in performance 2); b) harmonize the style of image processing with the choreography and movement qualities (as in performance 3); and c) linking the visuals with more dramaturgical levels of the performance: the story and (eventually) dialogue, using symbolic representation (as in performance 4).

A performance is a constellation of different elements, and our results demonstrate that audiences enjoy recognizing linkages across these elements, from more visible and sensorial, to more conceptual ones (while avoiding redundancy). This relates to the design guidelines for dance and technology suggested by Masu et al. [27], namely: technology should contribute to create multiple layers of meaning, in terms of communication to the audience.

Based on these findings, we argue that, in the multi-layered ecology of a dance performance, interactive visuals have a role to play in not just adding a layer ‘on top’, but connecting the different layers of the performance, contributing to a holistic and coherent experience. Audience members manifested enjoyment when these connections were detected, and manifested distraction or confusion when they did not. We propose to use the term ‘actor’ to define both the performers and the visuals, as they are ‘liaising’ and establishing connections in the multilayered network of the performance. We based this proposal on Latour’s Actor-Network theory [24], where actors are not only human individual actors, but they can also be “non-human, non-individual entities”, a “source of an action” within a network of multiple dimensions. Based on that, we propose an ecological approach to live visuals, reflected on our Performance Network diagram with connected layers: conceptual layers, on-stage layers and actors (see Figure 4).
5.3 **Visuals as Co-Creative Mediator**

Audience members recognized the role of visuals as a mediator between the movement of dancers, based both on open-ended answers to the questionnaire and the interviews. For example, situations where one dancer is reacting to the representation of the other dancer in the visuals, instead of reacting to the other dancer directly (as in performances 1 and 3). However, this mediation can be reductive when it is too prescriptive of movement (as in performance 1). It was considered more successful when the visuals expressed the qualities of the connection between the dancers (and not just mirroring), for example manipulating the visuals of a dancer in a way that conveys the relationship between them (as in performance 3). These results align with the taxonomy by Hsueh et al. [21], namely the Medium level, where visuals are used to communicate with other dancer(s). Within that category, there are two axes: Reactive (directed interaction) and Self-Reflexive (co-creative interaction). Our results suggest that audiences value more the Self-Reflexive axis of co-creative mediation by visuals, rather than a directed one.

5.4 **Defined Territory and Individuality of Visuals**

The stage setup of visuals and dancers can assist in balancing the power between visuals and dancers, so that one does not overpower the other. The two performances that were more successful in this balance (3 and 4) had a very clear ‘territory’ for the visuals and for the dancers, while the other two performances used a more ‘cinematic’ approach of a large, full-width, projection in the back of the stage. These distinct territories, however, should not be stretched too far apart, otherwise there is a risk of leading the audience to feel confused regarding what to focus on (as identified in interviews for performance 3). Scale is also an issue: if the visuals become too small, they may have too little impact (as identified in open-ended answers to questionnaire in performance 4). Another identified successful approach was to convey an individual identity to the visuals, distinct from the dancer (but still reacting to the dancer), as in performance 4. This corresponds to the Partner level in the taxonomy by Hsueh et al., where the visuals have an autonomous behavior [21], and “the virtual body can also be seen as a disembodied image, or a partner”. These considerations are supported by the open-ended answers to the questionnaire and the interviews.

5.5 **Exploration of Perspective Shift and Abstract Fragmentation**

The approach of showing the dancers in a different perspective through the visuals, from the one that the audience already sees (as in performance 2), was considered successful (as clearly identified both in interviews and open-ended
answers to the questionnaire). Another positive strategy regarding visuals was to generate semi-abstract imagery by manipulating camera feeds – a fragmentation of reality (also in performance 2, identified strongly both in interviews and open-ended answers to questionnaire). This double approach of fragmenting reality and shifting perspective relates to cubism in art: to “give the viewer a more accurate understanding of an object, landscape or person by showing it from different angles or viewpoints” and to apply a “breaking down of the real world into flat geometric shapes” [37]. Based on our results, we identify potential in applying cubist principles to interactive visuals.

5.6 Extending Findings to Other Domains

We propose that these implications for design can be useful to other fields beyond dance, in contexts where visualizations of embodiment are relevant, such as other artistic fields, games, and broader entertainment areas (e.g. interactive installations, music performances, cultural heritage exhibitions and exergames).

Our insights in section 5.1 Balancing Trade-offs Within a Mapping Clarity Spectrum, and the Mapping Clarity diagram, can assist in achieving a balance in terms of ambiguity of mappings. As Rostami et al. state, there is an “inherent visibility” of the input (bodily tracking tends to be more visible, and bio-sensing less) [33], but we demonstrate that, with visuals, this can be challenged and fine-tuned (e.g. visibility of bodily tracking can be obscured, and bio-sensing data can be highlighted). Regarding section 5.2 Connecting Layers, we emphasize the importance of inter-relating the different elements of the system (both sensorial and conceptual) in terms of design, creating a multi-layered piece (for example, mapping visuals to sound, informed by dramaturgy). Ensuring that both the user and the visuals are in the intersection of these different elements is also key – for example, using some of the strategies we identify in section 5.2. The visuals can act as a unifying ‘glue’ between the interactions of the user and the other elements in the piece.

Approaches identified in sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 may be useful in specific scenarios: Visuals as Co-Creative Mediator is relevant in multi-user contexts; Defined Territoriality and Individuality of Visuals highlights the importance of framing the visuals in space, as well as the potential for visuals to be an autonomous partner of the user (not only a mirror); and Exploration of Perspective Shift and Abstract Fragmentation can be an important strategy for interactive visuals, allowing to sensorially augment what the user already sees.

6 CONCLUSION

In this research, we conducted an audience study ‘in the wild’, in an event with four different performances combining dance and interactive visuals, aiming to address our research question: What design approaches for interactive visuals in dance can lead to an engaging and aesthetically appealing experience for the audience? The analysis of our study led us to answer this question, by proposing implications for design: 1) Balancing trade-offs within a mapping clarity spectrum; 2) Connecting layers; 3) Visuals as co-creative mediator; 4) Defined territory and individuality of visuals; and 5) Exploration of perspective shift and abstract fragmentation. With these, we hope to assist artists and designers in leveraging interactive technology in performance, fulfilling its potential by making it “accessible to an audience directly” [40]. These implications for design are in dialogue with existing models in this field. We frame our findings within Hsue et al.’s taxonomy of relationships between dancer movements and visuals [21] and adapt Rostami et al.’s Visibility of Input classification [33] into a Mapping Clarity diagram. We also adopt Latour’s Actor-Network Theory [24] to develop our own Performance Network diagram, and to highlight the networking role of interactive visuals.

Methodologically, we adopt an ‘in the wild’ research approach, engaging with “real” users with emerging technologies in ‘real’ settings under demanding conditions of actual use” [2], with a ‘real’ audience. We base the study in four heterogeneous performances, by different artists, with disparate interaction and visual design approaches. We use a
qualitative multi-method approach, based on the analysis of both open-ended responses to questionnaires and interviews – providing, respectively, breadth and depth of data. We contribute to the growing literature on audience studies in technological performance by analysing the impact of interactive visuals in contemporary dance from an audience perspective. In conclusion, we hope that our identified implications for design can be useful to artists, designers and technicians involved in dance, in particular, and other related fields, more generally. We also hope these findings, and our methodological approach, can be of use to researchers in the field of dance studies and embodied interaction.

7 LIMITATIONS
Our ‘in the wild’ methodological approach carries limitations, that we acknowledge: it is more difficult to isolate variables, such as some interactive design decisions, as they are embedded in the idiosyncratic whole of the performance; and there might be biases derived from the order in which performances were presented (it was not possible to randomize and repeat multiple times the event). The small number of interviewees is another limitation for our study. Therefore, we consider that the discussion on implications for design that relies more heavily on questionnaire results than interviews (sections 5.1 and 5.2) can have more general applicability than the remaining part of the discussion (sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). Issues discussed in the latter part of the discussion deserve further research.
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